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• As a jump in qualitative and quantitative production?
• Part of a series of agricultural technical evolutions, often improperly described as ‘revolutions’ (as for middle-age, green...), with several drastic side effects (e.g. water war in India),
• Mostly attempting to compensate previous errors (funder effect of  domestication, water inefficient use of US corn varieties and see the CIMMYT traditionally bred varieties more tolerant to drought…),
• Complex metabolic ways difficult to master (safe harbor, regulation…)

• As a competitiveness jump?
• But all countries are participating to this Red queen’s race,

• As a new technical jump?,
• Related techniques: cooking recipes that have been used for several decades generating mutations and epimutations (London’s October 2016 seminar),
• Homologous recombination already available in animals,
• A technical evolution of molecular biology: random induced mutagenesis, marker assisted selection, transgenesis issued GMOs, NBT, synthetic biology…
• Numerous false positive and negative results, more precise?
• Race for finding PAM in several species for extending the number of targetable sequences,
• More than 20 years about RNAi, meganuclease,... NBT are part of the incremental innovation processes over the last 50 years,

• As a jump in allowing numerous SMEs to enter the market of “innovative seeds”?
• Numerous patents blocking the market’s access to SMEs,
• Important initial financial investments (labs, greenhouses, sequences and software...)
• Access to genetic background and breeding facilities,

• As a jump in risk assessment?
• Techniques used without evaluation guidelines on certain impacts (e.g. epigenome, EFSA symposium, June 2016) nor any appropriate quality assurance scheme,

• As a jump in citizens’ welfare?
• Societal issues that led to the refusal by citizens of certain techniques and leading to regulatory questions (what is mutagenesis, GMO or not, exempted or not?) being processed at the level of the ECJ,
• A society where technical progress and innovation are asserted as a source of happiness and wellbeing by both private and public actors (ministries in charge of the environment and agriculture, CTPS vs. Evaluation agency ...)

• As a jump in speeding up plant breeding and commercial varieties releases?

• As because numerous papers are published on that issues?

• As for Crispr inducing less off-targets than the other NBT?
• No one experimental comparison performed,
• Claims of TALEN and ZFN’s specialists of more off-targets are found in plants modified by Crispr-endonuclease,

• As some are cheaper and more rapid (more experiments performed before one  succeeded)...

Over the past 50 years are NBT disruptive techniques?
on which criteria?
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Are NBT the continuation
of traditional breeding?

Traditional breeding is like a very long
boa of ca 10,000 years,

- Random and targeted
mutagenesis of the last 50 years
are like one boa’s scale

- NBT are only one small part of
this scale
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Numerous limits of the tools for detecting
unintended effects

• Relationships very poorly understood between:
• genome, epigenome and epitranscriptome,
• genotyping and phenotyping,

• Epigenetics study tools just emerging, no guidelines,
• Sequencing tools with numerous drastic bottlenecks:

• cost of Whole Genome Sequencing, particularly for species without reference genomes, i.e.
without important previous investment,

• systematic biases of NGS platforms, software for assemblies, comparisons, off-target prediction,
curation of databases sequences and annotations, missing reference genomes, even for « easy
exome »,

• numerous sequences and structural differences between plants: necessity to sequence sets of
1000 to 3000 genomes (rice, cattle...), huge differences between Elite cultivars (hampering direct
transformations), reference genomes incomplete, pangenome to better describe the gaps

In front of the unexpected complexity of the genomes and epigenomes: the necessity
of pangenomes and of numerous sequencing projects…
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Available detection methods
• Phenotypic (ex: tolerance to a herbicide, immunology,...)

• Omics (metabolomic modification, transcriptomics, proteomics ...)

• Molecular: genomes and epigenomes / epitranscriptomes (DNA, chromatin, RNA):
• DNA, RNA and modified or unmodified proteins
• Simplex (PCR, LCR, OLA ...) multiplex (SNPLex, DNA chips ...),
• From the nucleotide (SNV detected by LCR, OLA ...) to the large chromosomal rearrangement (border fragment ...),
• Isothermal or not (LAMP, NASBA ...)
• Combined or not (eg SNPLex = LCR + PCR + DNA chip)
• Sequencing (Sanger, NGS, ChiSeq, RNASeq ...) with or without reference genome,
• On isolated tissues or cells, nucleus or organelles,
• In the laboratory or in the field (PCR, LAMP, sequencing ...)

• To be combined or not according to the aim
• Univocal (s) or multiple targets (databases and DSS, see ENGL network works and FP6 Co-Extra program)
• Analyzes with various software (sequences assembly and comparisons, phylogeny, statistics, gentic maps)
• Combinable and modular according to the needs: from set of clues as used in legal identification to routine detection

The numerous tools of scientists working on genetic diversity / polymorphism
and thus of plant breeders
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Scars of the “related techniques”
NBTs require the use of "old techniques" used for the transgenesis of already marketed GMOs:
• protoplastisation, vectorization (large proteins contaminated by DNA, remains of genome and

Agrobacterium plasmid , genome and circular extrachromosomal DNA...), cell cultures, modified
cell selection systems, regeneration of non-recalcitrant plants (hence a still limited spectrum of
species),

• International meeting held in London in October 2016: laboratories are desperately looking for
good, well-trained chefs and regret the lack of schools to train future "chefs"...

• All stressful techniques inducing mutations and epimutations (up to 35% for cell cultures,
somaclonal mutants):

• poorly identifiable (reliable software and reference genomes missing) because often point or indel
mutations, especially in repeated or non-coding regions, problems of translocations and inversions...

• phenotype detectable in some specific environment, genome stabilization needing several years,
• Difficult to eliminate (backcrossing by insufficient firms, co-segregations according to characteristics,

regions with non-Mendelian inheritance…) leaving millions of pb not "cleared" and poorly controllable (see
the software and reference genomes issues)

As for transgenic GMOs the effect of these mutations and epimutations on the genes, their
regulation (i.e. possible toxicity...) and environmental behavior cannot be predicted...
No risk assessment guidelines for e.g. epigenetics,
These signatures are usable to identify the NBT technique used
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A regeneration of plants limited to a very
few species:
- little hope to enlarge the circle,
- given the costs of development, late

returns on investments,
- poor considerations for publications ...
A specific international meeting held in
London (Oct. 2016)

Agrobacterium:
- still the most efficient delivery

system (A.tumefaciens)
- phytopathogenic bacterium with

many aborted infections
(A.rhizogenes) as observed in
plants (e.g. sweet potato)...

- Numerous plant genomic scars:
plasmid, chromosome and circular
DNA elements
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NBT: what are precision,
unintended modifications
and publications biases?

First training…
Then start ... for
missing a lot...

• Many total or partial homologies in the rest of
the genome,

• Thermodynamic considerations,
• Many recipes attempting to reduce the number

of off-targets (of a 1,500 factor...)

• As a result: occasional insertions / deletions or
not, chromosomal rearrangements (inversions,
translocations...), exon skipping effects,
epimutations…  difficult to predict and detect...

• Additionally: false positive not checked, circular
reasoning accepted…

Finally, only presumed successful data are
published: the usual bias of publication
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NBT Signatures
• Scars of in vitro related techniques,
• Any genetic change induces epimutations,
• The need of detectable safe harbors, particularly for knockin and gene stacking,
• PAM and on-target mutations / epimutations vicinity (several PAM may be involved) e.g. Crispr-endonuclease,
• Off-targets and PAM vicinities, similar vicinities of ZFN et TALEN off-targets, seed-regions of RNAi…
• Frequency and types of mutations, such as Crispr-endonucleases due indels (high frequency…)
• Exon skipping and e.g. structural mutations when using nucleases (numerous errors prone NHEH / MMEJ… DNA reparation systems),
• Insertions of delivery systems (ex: plasmids and genome of Agrobacterium) for all SDN, RNAi...
• Contaminating DNA for SDNs’ RNP delivery (see human genome insertions...) as currently observed even for purified commercial enzymes

such as PCR DNA polymerases,
• Spontaneous or induced barcoding by Crispr modifications and stress recording,
• DNA, several kind of RNA, proteins and other signals circulating between rootstock and scion and influencing the detached parts, such as

fruits,

As for transgenic GMOs the effect of these off-targets, exon skipping, and other mutations and epimutations on the genes, their regulation
(i.e. possible toxicity...) and environmental behavior cannot be predicted...
No risk assessment avalable for e.g. epigenetics, exon skipping, single cell lineages tracking,
These NBT signatures (e.g. Crispr PAM and on- / off-targets sequences) are usable to identify the NBT technique used
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“People just don't have the time to characterize some
of the very basic parameters of the system,” says Bo
Huang, a biophysicist at the University of California, San
Francisco. “There is a mentality that as long as it
works, we don't have to understand how or why it
works.” (Ledford, Crispr, the disruptor. 2015. Nature)
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The limits of back-crosses
to discard in the progeny the unintended changes

• The pangenome is a way to acknowledge the unexpected complexity of genomes,
• All stresses induce numerous structural mutations (due to e.g. transposable elements mobilization) and epimutations , in genomes and

organelles (generally not considered)
• Pre-breeding, insufficient number of backcrosses by companies (in theory ca 95% but…), improving hybrid populations with conserved

genetic distances,
• co-segregations between loci to be conserved and those to be discarded
• Linkage disequilibrium and large regions with non-Mendelian inheritance…
• Pleiotropy, epistasis, rogue off-types, the need of safe-harbors,
• Unexpected inheritable epimutations (to be considered as a source of heterosis?),
• Particular issues with allopolyploid genomes, genomes with numerous repeated sequences...
• Elite varieties imposing specific crosses ways, due to their genetic distances (similar as between monkey and man) and hybrid breeding

schemes, heterotic groups, population genetic structure,
• Unavailable for (mandatory or not) vegetatively reproduced plants and perennials / trees,
• Verifications

• needing Whole Genome Sequencing and accurate analyses software, trained people and powerful computer on ultra-deep sequencing,
• Needing reference genomes, missing in most of the cases,
• Using for cost based reasons, sequencing of predicted off-target with unreliable software,

• leaving up to several millions of base pairs not "cleared" and poorly controllable (e.g. wheat)
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"In addition, the plant genome is extremely diverse,"
says Jeffrey Sander, scientist at the Pioneer Molecular Engineering (Johnston, Iowa),

“Between two varieties of corn, there is almost the same genetic
distance as between man and monkey. “

NBT proponents using
biased molecular biology figures of the 70s’,

not representative of what is currently known
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The matrix approach to identify NBT
technique then trace products thereof

• Gathering different clues to identify an organism by using a pertinent
subset of them, using databases, DSS, IA... for helping the analysts,

• Successfully formalized and used for detecting unapproved GMOs,
• The usual job

• Of a scientist working on polymorphism / genetic diversity
• of a plant breeder through e.g. genetic maps, Marker Assisted Selection...
• to protect patented varieties…

Used in several other identification domains such as…
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Alphonse Bertillon’s judicial
anthropometryOther examples of the matrix approach
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The matrix approach to identify the NBT techniques initially used and the derived products is based
on the assemblies of markers of different types, for example in genomes and epigenomes

Markers in all
genome and
epigenomes (ex: used
for a MAS, PAM,
off-targets, translocation,
transversion ...
frequency, cartography ...)

Choice of identification
markers
of the species

Choice of markers
differentiating
products from
in vitro techniques

Choice of markers
differentiating one (of)
technique(s), ex.
Crispr-endonuclease (s)
natural mutation (s)

- Choice of a combination for unambiguous legal identifications (subsets used for MAS…)
- Choice of one (or some) relevant marker (eg PCR on targeted mutation-PAM) for routine

detections (aspects of cost, speed ...) 15



Do not be fooled by the tree
that hides the forest…

•The matrix approach = biometrics =
“weight of evidence” of EFSA’s risk
assessment:
• Let certify that the targeted changes

are not natural,
• Allow to identify the NBT used.
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Messages to take home

• Worldwide traceability and labeling of NBT products is a  inexpensive tool depending
only on the wishes of consumers and willingness of retailers

• There are no technical obstacles to distinguish:
• In vitro from in vivo mutated organisms,
• Induced from spontaneously appeared mutations in normal environment,
• Identify NBT used for producing any product,
• Detect and trace the derived product,

• The several genomic and epigenomic markers can be combined according to the aims
of the tracking (numerous statistical tools, models, DSS, databases available).

Defining the different markers to be used to identify a species,
mutant, a cultivar or a NBT derived product is the usual job of a
scientist working on genetic diversity, and thus of a plant
breeder
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Rhetoric and communication:
how language matters to get citizens’ consent

• Polls in France and USA: confidence in science but
rather less on scientists, thus a communication
referring only to science,

• The direct impact of using words and expressions
on the reasoning and acceptance of both scientists
and laypersons (e.g. “new breeding techniques”),

• Outrageously simplified language, omitted ‘details’
and metaphors (e.g. genome editing) to build up a
politically correct language and change the
perceptions, thinking and furthermore acting
ways,

• Antiphons using ‘nature’, ‘natural’, ‘traditional’,
‘conventional’… to facilitate the acceptance of the
techniques and products...

• Feeding / nurturing the world by increasing the
production and the wastes…

« Mal nommer un objet, c’est participer au malheur
de ce monde... » (Albert Camus, 1944, Poésie 44)

The Meaning of “Natural”. Process more
important than content . Paul Rozin.
Psychological science. 2005.
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Some misleading metaphores
(which influence your perception and then your ways of thinking and finally of acting )
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SDN: do not foresee an unique
and precise cutting

But a series of cuttings
(with numerous
breaks to rapidly and
accurately stick)

Targeted mutagenesis: were you
thinking about a ‘one shot’?

It’s rather Staline’s organ shots

On a destructed
landscape due to the
related techniques:
everything to rebuild

Editing the genome ... Waiting
for amending electronic
and known languages?

What you have effectively
to “edit”: untranslated
handwritten languages…

plus
The promised precise modification?

Several 'off targets' obtained
due to rebound effects
from homologous
sequences



Conclusion 1

• As for transgenic GMOs, the effect of the mutations and epimutations due to
related techniques and NBT are unpredictable,

• there are no technical obstacles to
• Differentiate products having had in vitro steps from only in vivo resulting products,
• identify the techniques which were used to build a NBT product which can furthermore

be traced and detected,
• label NBT products which is only depending on a political wish / decision (see ENGL

proposal to the EC to work on in 2013 …)

• Mutations and epimutations resulting from NBT techniques use cannot be
stated as natural unless

• accepting that a tree hides the forest (see above all “side effects”)…

• Or you agree that the current climatic change is “natural”…
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Conclusion 2/2

According to the observed facts:
• the NBT products should be encompassed by the GMOs legislation / regulation (due to

somaclonal variation, unintended changes in several genomic and epigenomic parts of nucleus
and organelles, numerus gaps in our knowledge about genetics, epigenetics and
epitranscriptomics…) see e.g. https://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/supporting/pub/1129e and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcD2HILOLXc

• but moreover, the risk assessment guidelines of GMOs should be upgraded (traces of vectors
partly searched for, WGES (Whole Genome and Epigenome Sequencing) made mandatory,
epigenetic and epitranscriptomic guidelines to be rapidly put in place (see EFSA 2016 meeting
on the gap of knowledges on epigenetics), exon skipping to be checked, results of the
unexpected very late EFSA call for proposals on RNA interference to be rapidly integrated…) as
the knowledge about - and interactions between - genomes / epigenomes and
epitranscriptome is very incomplete (see the “junk DNA” as called a few years ago while
currently perceived as very important in organisms’ adaptation, with inheritable traits and more
generally speaking gene expression.

• socio-economic and political considerations (such as observed for instance in the 2016 French
OPECST hearings on Crispr-endonucleases) should not hide behind pseudo-scientific expertise…
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Notes
• Slide 4: Lack of accuracy even for Human genomes:

- Several millions of unknown bp found in addition to the previous « reference genome »)

- Craig Venter: needs for at least 10 millions of Human high quality genomes before starting effectively precision medicine (currently less of 1 million per
year, not of high quality...)

- Novabreed https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/104030_fr.html

• Objective

• "The analysis of variation in plants has revealed that their genomes are characterised by high levels of structural variation, consisting of both smaller
insertion/deletions, mostly due to recent insertions of transposable elements, and of larger insertion/deletion similar to those termed in humans
Copy Number Variants (CNVs). These observations indicate that a single genome sequence might not reflect the entire genomic complement of a
species, and prompted us to introduce the concept of the plant pan-genome, including core genomic features common to all individuals and a
Dispensable Genome (DG) composed of partially shared and/or non shared DNA sequence elements. The very active transposable element systems
present in many plant genomes may account for a large fraction of the DG. The mechanisms by which the CNV-like variants are generated and the
direction of the mutational events are still unknown. Uncovering the intriguing nature of the DG, i.e. its composition, origin and function, represents a
step forward towards an understanding of the processes generating genetic diversity and phenotypic variation. Additionally, since the DG clearly
appears to be for the most part the youngest and most dynamic component of the pan genome, it is of great interest to understand whether it is a
major contributor to the creation of new genetic variation in plant evolution and more specifically in the breeding process.

• We thus aim at:
i) defining extent and composition of the pan genome in two plant species, maize and grapevine;
ii) identifying the different mechanisms that generate and maintain the dispensable portion in these 2 species;
iii) identifying the phenotypic effects of the DG;
iv) estimating the rates and modes of creation of new genetic variation due to DG components and whether this could represent an important factor
in the breeding process;
v) extending our findings to other plant species for which the genome sequence in the meantime may have become available."
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Slide 6: Voir les articles de Inf’OGM:

https://www.infogm.org/5975-ogm-modifier-plante-pas-anodin

https://www.infogm.org/5982-ogm-modifier-plante-pas-anodin-suite

On old cooking recipes (past decades) see for instance Ledford 2016  Nature 539 (7627): 16-17 about the Conference held in October 2016 o those
‘related technics’.

• NBT labs are looking for trained chiefs but training are missing and thus experienced chiefs also…

• In most – if not all - of the description of NBT, the related technics such as protoplast preparation or cell culture are omitted while their use in the
genome editing technics, rdDM, OdM are all causes of unexpected effects.

• We have to recall that most of theses related technics are also used for transgenesis and are the sources of some of the unintended genome changes
also observed for the GMO obtained by transgenesis.

• Protoplates’ preparation, cell culture and plant regeneration, somaclonal variation are all inducing by stresses mutations and epimutations,
chromosomes’ rearrangements…

- Anjanasree K. Neelakandan and Kan Wang 2012 Plant Cell Rep 31:597–620

- Wilson, A.K., Latham, J.R., Steinbrecher, R.A. (2006) Transformation-induced mutations in transgenic plants: analysis and biosafety implications.
Biotechnol Genet Eng Rev, 23(1), 209-238.

- Florentin, A., Damri, M., Grafi, G. (2013) Stress induces plant somatic cells to acquire some features of stem cells accompanied by selective chromatin
reorganization. Developmental Dynamics, 242(10), 1121-1133.

- Skirycz, A., De Bodt, S., Obata, T., De Clercq, I., Claeys, H., De Rycke, R., Andriankaja, M., Van Aken, O., Van Breusegem, F., Fernie, A.R., Inzé, D. (2010)
Developmental stage specificity and the role of mitochondrial metabolism in the response of Arabidopsis leaves to prolonged mild osmotic stress.
Plant Physiology, 152(1), 226-244.

- Yoo, S.-D., Cho, Y.-H., Sheen, J. (2007) Arabidopsis mesophyll protoplasts: a versatile cell system for transient gene expression analysis. Nat. Protocols,
2(7), 1565-1572.

- Marx, V. (2016) Cell biology: delivering tough cargo into cells. Nat Meth, 13(1), 37-40

- Lusser, M., Parisi, C., Plan, D., Rodríguez-Cerezo, E. (2011) New plant breeding techniques. State-of-the-art and prospects for commercial development.
EUR 24760 EN. In JRC scientific and technical reports  (European Commission. DG JRC/IPTS, ed: pp 220.
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- Yau, Y.Y. and Stewart, C.N. (2013) Less is more: strategies to remove marker genes from transgenic plants. Bmc Biotechnology, 13.

- Breyer, D., Kopertekh, L., Reheul, D. (2014) Alternatives to antibiotic resistance marker genes for in vitro selection of genetically modified plants –
Scientific developments, current use, operational access and biosafety considerations. Critical Reviews in Plant Sciences, 33(4), 286-330.

- Manimaran, P., Ramkumar, G., Sakthivel, K., Sundaram, R.M., Madhav, M.S., Balachandran, S.M. (2011) Suitability of non-lethal marker and marker-free
systems for development of transgenic crop plants: present status and future prospects. Biotechnology Advances, 29(6), 703-714

- Krizova, K., Fojtova, M., Depicker, A., Kovarik, A. (2009) Cell culture-induced gradual and frequent epigenetic reprogramming of invertedly repeated
tobacco transgene epialleles. Plant Physiology, 149(3), 1493-1504

- Machczyńska, J., Orłowska, R., Zimny, J., Bednarek, P.T. (2014) Extended metAFLP approach in studies of tissue culture induced variation (TCIV) in
triticale. Molecular Breeding, 34(3), 845-854.

- Rhee, Y., Sekhon, R.S., Chopra, S., Kaeppler, S. (2010) Tissue culture-induced novel epialleles of a Myb transcription factor encoded by pericarp color1
in maize. Genetics, 186(3), 843-855.

- Kawakatsu, T., Kawahara, Y., Itoh, T., and Takaiwa, F. (2013). A whole-genome analysis of a transgenic rice seed-based edible vaccine against cedar
pollen allergy. DNA Research 20, 623-631.

- Montero, M., Coll, A., Nadal, A., Messeguer, J., Pla, M. (2011) Only half the transcriptomic differences between resistant genetically modified and
conventional rice are associated with the transgene. Plant Biotechnology Journal, 9(6), 693-702.

- Meins, F. and Thomas, M. (2003) Meiotic transmission of epigenetic changes in the cell-division factor requirement of plant cells. Development,
130(25), 6201-6208.
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• Slide 18:

• Affective level, metaphors engage more in depth motivation, emotion, and memory systems.

• By using often them, it changes the mind and then acting...

• The naturalness: cloning cow decreases it by 80%...

• https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/animals-and-us/201501/how-natural-is-cloned-cowor-cloned-dog

• 20 years after Dolly, a majority of American still against « animal » cloning...

• http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/22/20-years-after-dolly-the-sheeps-debut-americans-remain-skeptical-of-cloning/ft_17-
02-14_cloning5facts/

• The confidence in scientists

• http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/12/01/the-new-food-fights/ps_2016-12-01_food-science_0-10/

• The Progressive Increase of Food Waste in America and Its Environmental Impact. Hall et al. 2009. PloS One.

• http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0007940

• Figure 1. Food Supply, Intake, and Waste in America. (A) The average adult body weight (D) as measured by the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey. (B). Per capita U.S. food availability unadjusted (#) and adjusted for wastage (&) according to the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA). The solid curve represents the mathematical model prediction of average food intake change
(dashed curves indicate695% confidence intervals). (C) Energy content of per capita U.S. food waste predicted using our mathematical
model (solid curve, left axis). The right axis plots the per capita annual mass of municipal solid food waste (m). (D) Percentage of available
food energy wasted as calculated by previous USDA estimates (&) and predicted using our mathematical model (solid curve).

• doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0007940.g001
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• The Meaning of “Natural”.  Process More Important Than Content Paul Rozin. Psychological science. 2005.

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-9280.2005.01589.x#articleCitationDownloadContainer

The meaning of the desirable attribute “natural” was explored in two samples, American college students and adults in the Philadelphia jury pool.
Participants rated the naturalness of a variety of “natural” entities, before and after they were transformed by operations such as freezing, adding or
removing components, mixing with other natural or unnatural entities, domestication, and genetic engineering. Results support four hypotheses. First,
the principle of contagion accounts for many aspects of the reduction of naturalness by contact with unnatural entities. Second, chemical transformations
reduce naturalness much more than physical transformations do. Third, the history of an entity's processing is more important in determining its
naturalness than is the nature of the entity's contents. Fourth, mixing like natural entities (e.g., water from different sources) does not markedly reduce
naturalness. The insertion of a gene from another species, the process used in producing genetically modified organisms, produces the biggest drop in
naturalness; domestication, a human-accomplished activity that changes genotype and phenotype in major ways, is considered much less damaging to
naturalness.
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• Slide 19: And not forget the border between our 2 jobs: scientist and expert. A lot of them forget it.
As (almost) said by Pierre Gilles de Gennes (Nobel Prize): experts are almost similar to militaries, they
know very well the pas wars, but cannot anticipate the new ones.
Keep ‘critical mind’ (officially a part of the training of scientists)  in front of any assertion of a lack of
hazards. Beyond  the usual financial conflicts of interest, there are numerous other links of interest:
institutional, politics, economics…
Numerous scientists are unaware of professional ethics…
As already by sociologists: the scientist does not leave its opinions at the door of the lab or the expertise
room.
Be careful with metaphors: they are often useful for some initial explanations but when repeatedly used
it will drastically change your perception, your way of thinking and then of acting.
Look at the wording/ semantic used.

First example:
gene or genome editing.
You think rapidly about this image as with a “copy and paste” or “cut and paste” in your favorite
computer located word processor?
But why did you imagine
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1. That you are using a computer with word processing system?
• 1.1 In fact you may be using hand written text, which means you will cross-out text…
• 1.2. It might also bee a type written text. With such old type writer you can inly cut paper, around sentences,

you will then use scotch tape and work on in order to hidden the changes at the photocopier. You can also
have to completely reformat pages and thus make mistakes I the successive pages…

2. That you know well the language used in this text?
• Suppose it is a foreign language you do not know. How accurate and understandable could be your cut and

paste?
• Suppose you are reading hieroglyphs before Champollion used the Rosetta stone.
• What would make your “cut and paste” between eyes or birds differently located? No changes in the text’s

meaning? Or in the poesy? The subtilities?

Second example.
Nuclease as molecular scissors
You are often facing the metaphor of endonuclease as a molecular scissor?
You thus spontaneously think to the scissors you have in your sewing box.
Forget it, you are using a multi-blades scissor, as the one you may be using for cutting herbs for cooking.
As you can see, never accept directly the metaphors and images somebody else is providing you… Look at what
can be beyond the simple image, easily coming to your mind
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